
LLec b| Acymplatic Complarity
* Big O netation refresher

Suppose fig: N-"R*

I partially omitted I
is lower bound
is , both bounds

finD EO(gen) if JeeR, NeN. WhaN, fend segen)

Complexity classes.
O(logns, O(n), OCulogn), O(ns), 0(2"), ..

*Append complexity

fun append (13, 43=4
append (XiXs, Y) = X: append (X5, Y)

Wappend (n, m) where m, n are length of imputs

Cases (for each clause)

Wappend (0, m) = Co K, come constant
¿'recurrance"

- lodks like an inductive proof... but complicated
(for all m and some co)

Wappend (n, m) = C. + Wappand (v-1, m) )

Unrolling method

(for noo and...)

easier way.
typically we do this = KC, + Wappend (n-k, m)= nc, + co

€ O(n)

Aside:

OCI)

"Work'



# Reverse using unrething a good when owly one recursive call
Bad one

fun new IJ=I)
I rev (x::85) = re S @ Ix?

When (a) where an is length of input
Usually given.

f Note we're using. lemma about " Otherwise prove itW rew10)=Co

Wrev (n) = C. + Wrew (M-1) + Warpend ( n-1, 1)
ICe + Whew (n-1) + Con e'replacing with asymptotic bound
§ c. + Can + Wrev (n -1)
§ C, + Can + c. + Ca (n-1) + Wrev (n-2)
§c. + can + co+ Ca(h-1) +6, + Ca (n-2) + Wrev (n -3)

... s co + ne, + c= (nCn+2 )
€ Olns)

input and ouput size.

Tail recursive rev

fun the (I1, acc) = ace
I tree (xiixs, ace) = tres (xS, Xi: acc)

Were In, m) where m, n are lean. of lists

Were (0,m) =Co
Wtren (n, m) = C, + Wtres (1-1, m+l)

= 2C. + Wtres (1-2, m +2)
... E O(n)

n > o

Unroll!

(n >0)



# Treees A Unrothing may not work as well

datalype tree = Earply I Node of thee o int it tree
fun zum (Empty: trees = OI sun (Node (l, x,r )) = sun I + s umr +x

I could have been depth, num leaves, etc.
Wsum In) where a is mum. of nodes in input tree.
Wsum (0) = Co Uh oh we don't know these All we know is meth, =n-1

The tree method;
c, * Work at each node.F lemma: num leaf = mum node +1

Total = nc, + In+D C.

* Notice we can run this in paralled. Finding spans Ssum (n)
Sum (0) = Co

Sum (n) = C, + max ( Ssum (ne), Saun (n,))

In this case, we want the longest path.
that depends on shape of tree.

Worse case:
Then sum (n) =Me E " - 'Sim in -i, is dominates

Warn (n) =Wsum ( ne )+C.
00.

wh /
Co Co

.
Co- g

Co Co

.. but

E O(n)



#Balanced tree
:= each subtree have

Now suppose roughly is exactly
Sum (n) = C, + max (Scum (7), Scum (4))

roughly some size
turns out many def of roughly work, ever high toerent ones

= C. + Ssum (4)
... = C, + C. + Scum (a)
"= logan c, + Co
€ O(log n)

size:= depthNow consider
§ not necessarily balameed

Ssuma ( d) where a is depth of tee

I assuming balameed
Wean (d) =

Scum (O) = Co

Sum (d) = C. + max (Szum ( d-1) + Sum (d')))
= C, + Scum (d-1)

c.
á.c.

winning i
... = dc, + co

€ O(a)
Co Co Co ... CocoCo - 2d-s co

Notice depth gives more info
about span

Lemma: sum of exponential series
exponential

á.

/ C
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#Bad Sorting
int it int list a unt list

REQ L sorted
ENS ins (K, L) Is sorted permutation of sisl

(x,CI) = [x]
(x, y: ys) =

compare (x, y) of
GREATER » y:: ins (X, ys)1-» *iiyiys

isort I7= [J
isert (X=x5) = ins (x, isort as)

Wins (0)=Co
Wins (n) =C.+ Wins (n-1)

= Ca
§ Cs +Wins (n-1)
E O(n)

Wisort (0) =co
Wisort (n) = C.+ Wisest (n-1) + Wins (n-1)

« cat Cnz + Wisert (n -1)
€ O(ns)

(wins:

*)
fur ins

ins
( case

)
fun

ust clanse
and clause


